SPORTS

Thincled end season as injuries hurt team

The MIT cross country team used its regular season schedule meeting Boston University in a loss to Brandeis by one point.

The dynamic duo of John Simms '73 and Al Carlson usually took first and second, leading a field that included Tim Mangio, a former BYU star. Terry Blattner '73 was in a strong sixth, but after the heat was off, but he had news for MIT, as the next Tech runner was a 26:04.

In quoi BU 26:04 4) M. Rivers, Bran
feating a field that included ICAAAAs.

The two teams exchanged the ball several times, with SAE dominating play as their pass rush and offensive line play became more effective. Following a fourth quarter LCA punt, Yvesch made a finger tip catch for his second touchdown of the day. A conversion pass to Steve Cochi notched two more points.

In the last two minutes of play, a pass interference call put LCA deep in SAE territory. An interception by Cochi put an end to the last LCA threat, and the 72-73 IM trophy now resides at 454 Beacon Street.

IM football nearly over


SAE wins IM football title

By Donald Sheldon

On a bright, crisp Saturday afternoon, SAE took on 13th time-estaminal football title by rallying to beat LCA 14 to 0. SAE dominated the first half with quick, inspired play. In the first quarter, one point loss to Lambda Chi's 22 yard line. Four plays later, Dave Yvesch caught the ball in the end zone for the first SAE score. The extra point attempt failed.

The two teams exchanged the ball several times, with SAE


SAE's running back and faculty. Buy direct from


A GREAT BARGAIN ON TAPE.

5-5 INCH REEL TO REEL BLANK RECORDING TAPES

over 50% off

Now's the time to take advantage of this exclusive closeout buy on these quality BASF blank recording tapes—considered the best manufactured in Europe. These tapes are grade tapes in the industry which combine ultrafine noise with a significant increase in output level across the entire audio spectrum.

5 x 1200 feet

5 x 900 feet

5 for $7.25

5 for $4.19

8 for $7.50

NOW'S THE TIME TO TAKE ADVANTAGE OF THIS EXCLUSIVE CLOSEOUT BUY ON THESE QUALITY BASF BLANK RECORDING TAPES—CONSIDERED THE BEST MANUFACTURED IN EUROPE. THESE 5 INCH TAPES COMBINE ULTRAFINE NOISE WITH A SIGNIFICANT INCREASE IN OUTPUT LEVEL ACROSS THE ENTIRE AUDIO SPECTRUM.

5 x 1200 feet

5 x 900 feet

5 for $7.25

5 for $4.19

8 for $7.50

A GREAT BARGAIN ON TAPE.